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Bea is a unique creation that defies convention and redefines the essence of art and
innovation. The combination of form and function creates an abstract masterpiece.
Joining multiple Bea pieces together allows for creativity in configurations, an
expression of the space in its own way.



Kvadrat Dalston | Kvadrat Cifrado

Bea is a piece that challenges the boundaries of traditional aesthetics. A
sleek back and large seating space allow multiple people to sit while waiting
or chatting. A minimalistic design, Bea is crafted to become a part of the
design and enhance the artistic flare in environments. 

Design



All of the foam components are environmentally friendly and California TB117 compliant

India Tape is utilized in the seams to ensure Bea is kept bed bug proof

Bea’s frame is constructed of solid Canadian hardwood with plywood components

All joins in the wood are glued and stapled to double the strength

Noise-canceling fabric is used to cover the springs, to prevent unwanted squeaks and damage to the foam

Performance
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Bea Collection
Designed by Marc Boudreau

Marc Boudreau grew up near the sea on the Quebec eastern coast where he
first learned to work with wood in his father’s workshop. For some inexplicable
reason, he has always had a passion for furniture. 

Multiple times awarded; Marc has been the author of important commercial
successes earning many professional recognizances. In the field of product
design for over 20 years, he worked in the industry for a few years before
opening his own studio in Quebec City in 2002. 

Since then, Marc has partnered with various American and Canadian companies
to create residential furniture, urban furniture, and playground equipment. 

As a designer, Marc’s greatest quality is his creativity. He always seeks to
develop simple and innovative concepts that correspond to the philosophy of
his clients and contribute to improving their images. 
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Bea
Width
Depth
Height (Overall)
Seat Height

77""
31"
38"
18"
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